
Abstract
This paper reports our submission to the Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis 

task of SemEval 2016. It covers the prediction of sentiment for a given set of 

aspects (i.e., subtask 1, slot 2) for the English language using discourse 

analysis. To that end, a discourse parser implementing the Rhetorical 

Structure Theory is employed and the resulting information is used to 

determine the context of each aspect, as well as to compute the expressed

sentiment in that context by weighing the discourse relations between words.

Running Example

Sentiment Analysis using Rhetorical Structure Theory
Kim Schouten & Flavius Frasincar

Setup

1. Include the neutral class

2. Incorporate negations and amplifiers/diminishers

3. Use a be�er sentiment lexicon or multiple ones

4. Improve context tree determination algorithm

5. Improve sentiment aggregation over context tree

6. Address overfi�ing issues

7. Combine RST method with a machine learning classifier
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I 've been to at Cafe 
Spice probably 5-8 

times ,

it is probably still 
the best Indian 

restaurant around 
Union Square .

To sum it up :

Service varies from 
good to mediocre ,

depending on which 
waiter

you get

;

generally it is just 
average Ok .

Seating is always 
prompt ,

though the 
restaurant does fill 
up in the evening .

Food is usually very 
good ,

though ocasionally I 
wondered about 
freshmess of raw 

vegetables in side orders 

As many other 
reviewers noticed ,

your order is often 
slow to arrive -

this is particularly 
true in the evening

but is not a problem 
during lunch time .

The decor is vibrant and eye-
pleasing with several semi-
private boths on the right 

side of the dining hall ,

which are great for 
a date .

The decor is vibrant and eye-pleasing with several 
semi-private boths on the right side of the dining hall , 

which are great for a date .

this is particularly true in the evening but is 
not a problem during lunch time .
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evening but is not a problem during lunch time .

As many other reviewers noticed , your order is often slow to arrive - this is particularly true in the evening but is not a problem during lunch time . The decor is 
vibrant and eye-pleasing with several semi-private boths on the right side of the dining hall , which are great for a date .

Food is usually very good , though ocasionally I 
wondered about freshmess of raw vegetables in 

side orders 

Seating is always prompt , though the 
restaurant does fill up in the evening .
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To sum it up : Service varies from good to mediocre , depending on which waiter you get ; generally it is just average Ok . Seating is always prompt , though the restaurant does fill up in the evening . Food is usually very good , though ocasionally I wondered 
about freshmess of raw vegetables in side orders .

I 've been to at Cafe Spice probably 5-8 times , 
it is probably still the best Indian restaurant 

around Union Square .
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Food is usually very good , though ocasionally I wondered about freshmess of raw vegetables in side orders .

I 've been to at Cafe Spice probably 5-8 times , it is probably still the best Indian restaurant around Union Square . To sum it up : Service varies from good to mediocre , depending on which waiter you get ; generally it is just average Ok . Seating is always prompt , though the restaurant does fill up in the evening . Food is usually very good , though ocasionally I wondered about freshmess of raw vegetables in side orders . As many other reviewers noticed , your order is often 
slow to arrive - this is particularly true in the evening but is not a problem during lunch time . The decor is vibrant and eye-pleasing with several semi-private boths on the right side of the dining hall , which are great for a date .
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Conclusions
While discourse analysis yields high level linguistic 

information that can be used to be�er predict sentiment, 

the proposed algorithm does not yet stack up to the 

high-performing machine learning approaches that are 

commonly exploited for this task.


